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Electron pair production at surfaces: Response to occupied Shockley state
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We have investigated the electron pair emission from a Cu(111) surface excited with a primary electron
beam. We use the diffraction of electron pairs to identify the contribution of the Shockley surface state to
the intensity. Exploring energy and momentum conservation laws makes it possible to select this state and to
investigate the electron-electron interaction within this two-dimensional electronic system. We also find for this
system the emergence of a zone of reduced intensity, which is the manifestation of the exchange-correlation hole.
Furthermore, the region of reduced intensity displays an intensity pattern that reflects the symmetry of the surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Upon creation of a surface, the bulk electronic properties are
influenced. This can lead to the formation of new electronic
states termed surface states that are spatially confined near
the surface.1–3 The very definition of a surface state implies
that the state resides in a bulk band gap. Bulk states and a
surface state can be regarded as largely decoupled electronic
systems. This offers the unique opportunity to investigate a
2D electronic system. The experimental identification of these
states is facilitated by photoemission experiments at different
photon energies, because the energetic position of the surface
state does not vary. A prominent example is the Shockley
surface state of the (111) face of the noble metals Cu, Ag,
and Au.3–9 This state exhibits a quadratic dispersion and two-
dimensional momentum distributions prove it to be isotropic
in momentum space, although the specimen is a single crystal.
From this point of view, we may regard the Shockley state
as an experimental realization of a two-dimensional uniform
interacting electron gas.

The mutual influence of electrons is mediated by the
Coulomb interaction and the Pauli principle, both can not
be neglected in any electronic system. In atoms, the electron
correlation is at the heart of the Hund rules, which specify
the magnetic moment of atoms. In the solids, these moments
can couple in a parallel/antiparallel fashion leading to the
formation of ferro/antiferromagnetic order.

Exact calculations for the electronic states of atoms,
molecules, and condensed matter do not exist and a key
problem is to account for the electron interaction properly.
A successful approximation in solid state physics is the local
density approximation (LDA) within the density functional
theory (DFT).10 This scheme finally leads to the formulation
of the Kohn-Sham equations, which formally look like the
Schrödinger equation for a single electron.10 This is the reason
why an effective single-particle picture can be used. The
electron-electron interaction within the LDA is approximated
by the exchange-correlation energy of the interacting uniform
electron gas in which the exchange-correlation (xc) hole plays
a central role. An important consequence is that the xc hole is of
spherical shape. Further developments of the DFT is an active
field of research in which nonspherical xc holes enter.11,12 As
an example relevant to this study we refer to a recent study of
the xc hole near a Cu(100) surface.13

It is therefore of fundamental interest to study the prop-
erties of a uniform interacting system beyond the effective
single-particle description. This is possible via electron pair
emission from surfaces. The emission of electron pairs via
excitation by one primary electron or absorption of one
photon is only possible due to the existence of electron
correlation. Hence this technique is capable to study the
relative motion of electrons, which is beyond the capability
of photoemission. Consequently, this lead to the development
of electron coincidence spectroscopy for the investigation of
atoms, molecules, and solids.14–23 A key result from surface
studies is the ability to observe the manifestation of the xc-hole
as a depletion zone in momentum distributions. An obvious
extension is to investigate the electron pair emission process
from a two-dimensional electronic system like a surface state.
This is aided by the surface sensitivity of the technique and
the Shockley surface state is an appropriate candidate. We
are motivated to focus on the Cu(111) surface state, because
of the availability of pair emission calculations from this
state.24–27

The theoretical treatment of pair emission via electron
excitation, referred to as (e,2e) in the following, uses as
input a quasiparticle band structure with the incoming primary
electron being described as a LEED state.21,26,28 One can
question the adequacy of this approach because photoemission
experiments display strong deviations from a quasiparticle
picture due to electron correlation effects.29–31 We have
demonstrated recently in an experimental (e,2e) study on a
Cu(111) surface, which focused on energy distributions, that
this picture is adequate for this material.32

In this work, we utilize pair diffraction to identify the
existence of the Shockley state in pair emission. In a next
step, we focus on this state and investigate the momentum
relations between the emitted pairs. We observe the emer-
gence of a depletion zone in the coincidence intensity also
for this 2D system. Further, the momentum presentations
display the symmetry of the surface as expected from
general symmetry considerations and from theoretical pair
emission distributions.19,26,27 We also find that the emission
direction of the electrons is confined to rather narrow di-
rections in accordance with theory. In contrast to theory,
we find a different azimuthal orientation of these intensity
pockets.
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental apparatus. A pulsed primary
electron beam hits the sample. Emitted electrons can be detected on
three channelplate detectors equipped with delay line anodes. In the
case of normal incidence, only two detectors are used, because the
sample blocks electron emission to the third detector. In this case, we
label one detector “left” and the other “right.” The sample azimuth
can be varied and data with either the [2̄11] or [1̄10] direction oriented
along the x direction are presented.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In Fig. 1, we provide a schematic view of our experimental
setup, which we described previously.33 The experiment
utilizes a time-of-flight (TOF) technique. Delay line anodes
allow the determination of the impact positions of the electrons
and it is possible to recover the impact positions of coincident
pairs even if they hit the same detector. The angular acceptance
of the instrument is ±90◦ in one direction while perpendicular
it is ±22◦. If, for example, the detector on the left is omitted,
the angular acceptance is reduced to ±55◦ versus ±22◦. We
operate the instrument with two detectors in the case of normal
incidence, because the surface blocks electron emission to the
third detector. In this mode, we label the remaining detectors
as “left” and “right,” respectively.

A pulsed electron beam with 2-MHz repetition rate excites
the sample with a kinetic energy in the range of 28–36 eV.
The electron energies are determined via the flight times and
all quoted kinetic energies are referenced with respect to
the vacuum level of the Cu(111) surface, which has a work
function of 4.88 eV. A coincidence circuit ensures that only

one pair can be detected for each pulse. The spectrometer is
part of an ultra high vacuum system equipped with standard
surface science tools. Each coincident event is characterized
by six parameters, namely the individual energies and the
azimuthal and polar angles defining the emission direction.
This allows us finally to compute the in-plane momenta of the
individual electrons. The total time resolution is approximately
1.9 ns. This will lead to an energy dependent energy resolution,
which is 1.0 eV for 13-eV electrons.A clean and well-ordered
Cu(111) surface was prepared via Ar sputtering and annealing
up to 800 K. The experiments were performed at room
temperature, more details can be found elsewhere.33

III. KINEMATICS AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE
SHOCKLEY SURFACE STATE IN PAIR EMISSION

In the (e,2e) process, an electron with well-defined primary
energy Ep and parallel momentum k

p

‖ impinges on the surface
and two electrons with kinetic energies (Eleft,Eright) and
parallel momentum (kleft

‖ ,k
right
‖ ) may be detected in vacuum. We

have at this point the arbitrary definition to label the emitted
electrons as “left” and “right.” The usefulness will become
clear later. Let us discuss energy conservation first for which
we find

Ep + EN
s = EN−1

s + Eleft + Eright. (1)

The terms EN
s and EN−1

s describe the energy of the specimen
(e.g., solid sample) before and after the emission, respectively.
The superscript N and N − 1 indicate the number of electrons
within the sample. Simple rearrangement yields

Ep + (
EN

s − EN−1
s

) = Eleft + Eright = Esum. (2)

For future reference, we have also defined the sum energy
Esum of the emitted pair. The energy terms EN

s and EN−1
s

are true many-body terms because the interaction among
the electrons plays a crucial role. Therefore these terms can
not be a sum of single-particle energies. Nevertheless, one
usually adopts an effective single electron (quasiparticle)
picture and identifies the difference with a single-electron
valence state Ev

b . Such a notation has proven to be a rather
good starting point, however, it is a serious simplification
and photoemission studies have demonstrated that many-body
effects can not be excluded.29–31 For example, a significant
broadening of the quasiparticle peaks was observed for
transition metals. Another aspect is the emergence of satellites
in the Ni spectra, which is not captured in the effective
single-electron picture.34–37 Even for the supposedly simple
metal Cu deviations are noted.38 This raises the question
whether such a quasiparticle picture can be used in pair
emission spectroscopy since this technique is sensitive to
the electron-electron interaction.21,26,28,39 Current (e,2e) theory
uses such a band structure calculation as input. In the above
definition of the energy term Ev

b , the work function φ is
implicitly contained. However, it is customary to explicitly
write the work function, and we finally obtain

Ep + Ev
b = Esum + φ. (3)

It is obvious that for a given primary energy, only for those
Esum values pair intensity can be observed where the valence
states has a nonvanishing density of states. Due to the fact
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FIG. 2. (Color) Sketch of the momentum relations in pair emis-
sion. In (a), an incoming primary electron impinges onto a solid
surface defined by a momentum vector kp and in-plane component kp

‖ .
The two outgoing electrons are characterized by momentum vectors
kleft and kright leading to a sum momentum ksum and its projection into
the plane ksum

‖ . We assumed in this plot that kv
‖ = 0 and a vanishing

reciprocal lattice vector. According to Eq. (4), this leads to the same
length of the in-plane components ksum

‖ and k
p

‖ . In (b), we display two
emerging ksum beams, which differ in their in-plane components by
a reciprocal lattice vector g‖.

that the specimen is a single crystalline surface the in-plane
momentum is conserved in the (e,2e) process (modulo a
reciprocal lattice vector g). In the same fashion as before, we
introduce a quasiparticle with momentum kv

‖ and momentum
conservation:

kp

‖ + kv
‖ = kleft

‖ + kright
‖ + g‖ = ksum

‖ + g‖. (4)

From these equations, it becomes clear that by fixing the
value of Esum and ksum

‖ the valence state Ev
b (kv

‖) is uniquely
defined. It is this fact that enables us experimentally to identify
the valence state participating in the pair emission process.
In Fig. 2, we illustrate the momentum relations in a (e,2e)
experiment. We have assumed in this plot kv

‖ = 0 for simplicity
and due to the fact that we will focus on such a state in further
discussions. In Fig. 2(a), the lengths of the in-plane momentum
vector of primary electron (kp

‖ ) and electron pair (ksum
‖ ) are

the same as evidenced by the two red arrows. This in turn
means that according to Eq. (4), no reciprocal lattice vector
is required. In panel (b), we contrast the scenario with and
without a reciprocal lattice vector. For this, we have simplified
the sketch by omitting the momentum vectors of the individual
electrons and of the primary beam. The components ksum

‖
have different lengths, but the difference is accounted for by
a reciprocal lattice vector. If only one valence state (in our
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FIG. 3. Simplified band structure of Cu projected onto the (111)
surface. The solid line shows the dispersion of the Shockley surface
state, which exists in the bulk band gap (white area). The gray area
indicates available bulk states. The dashed line marks the available
valence states for Esum 1 eV below EF . The arrow on the right
represents the energy resolution of the experiment.

example with kv
‖ = 0 and Ev

b = 0) is considered, the sample
will emit pairs in well-defined beams. Consequently, we may
label one ksum beam as (0,0) and the other (0,1) in analogy to
the notation in LEED. We come to the conclusion that Eq. (4)
can also be interpreted as a diffraction condition for electron
pairs.

If the value of kv
‖ is nonvanishing, the qualitative picture is

the same in the sense that we observe the emission of well-
defined ksum beams, but the actual direction will shift. As long
as energy conservation is fulfilled, the pair can have different
values of ksum

‖ that differ from each other by a reciprocal lattice
vector.

The minimum width of diffraction peaks using a LEED
instrument is usually quoted by the so-called transfer width.40

We can also obtain LEED images with our instrument, and
we found that our instrument has a momentum resolution
comparable to standard LEED optics,33,40 which translates
into a momentum resolution of roughly 0.05 Å−1. However,
another source of peak broadening is the energy resolution of
the instrument. This aspect we want to discuss in the context of
the Cu(111) band structure. In Fig. 3, we present a simplified
sketch of the electronic states in the vicinity of EF . The solid
black curve displays the dispersion of the Shockley surface
state, which has a minimum binding energy of 0.43 eV at
the Brillouin zone center. This band reaches EF for in-plane
momenta ±0.2 Å−1. The bulk band gap leading to the necks
of the Cu(111) Fermi surface is marked by the white region
while the gray area indicates available bulk states. Due to the
fact that our energy resolution is larger than 0.5 eV, we will
integrate over the full bandwidth of the surface state. Therefore
our momentum resolution is limited to 0.4 Å−1. The Cu 3d

states are localized in an energy window 2–5 eV below EF ,
those states can be clearly excluded by an appropriate choice
of Esum.

Pair diffraction peaks which are characterized by a nonvan-
ishing reciprocal lattice vector occur once the kinetic energies
are sufficiently high. As to whether they can be observed
depends on the angular acceptance of the instrument. If the
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FIG. 4. (Color) 2D ksum
‖ distribution for different values of the

sum energy. The primary energy was 31 eV. The horizontal axis is
along the [2̄11] direction, which is parallel to the shortest reciprocal
lattice vector. The color code for the intensity (in counts) is displayed
on the right of each plot.

peaks are outside the field of view, one needs to increase the
momenta via operation at higher primary energies. However, in
a TOF experiment, this leads to a degrading energy resolution,
because the flight times become shorter while the time error
keeps constant. The first evidence of pair diffraction was given
in earlier work41,42 via an experiment that required operation
at Ep values in the range of 80 eV. As a consequence, the
energy uncertainty resulted in a momentum uncertainty of
roughly 1 Å−1. In this work, we employ an instrument with an
order of magnitude larger solid angle. This in turn allows the
operation at lower primary energies leading to an improved
energy resolution.

In Fig. 4, we display the 2D ksum
‖ distribution obtained when

the primary energy was set to 31 eV. The angle of incidence was
32◦ with respect to the normal. We selected the coincidence
events for three different Esum values within a window of
±0.3 eV. We recall from Eq. (3) that this defines the binding
energy of the valence state. Consequently, Esum = 26 eV refers
to states near EF , whereas Esum = 25 and 24 eV identify states
1 and 2 eV below EF . The latter choice means that we are
starting to probe the relatively flat 3d bands. We clearly see
two prominent peaks, which become broader if Esum is reduced
from 26 to 24 eV but maintain their position. Obviously, the
uncertainty in kv

‖ is the least for the highest possible sum
energy of 26 eV. This means that there are electronic states in
the vicinity of the Fermi level EF , which are better localized in
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FIG. 5. Line scan along the [2̄11] direction through the intensity
peaks of Fig. 2(a). The sum energy is 26 eV and the labeling of the
spots follows the notation used in LEED, see also Fig. 2.

momentum space than those which are more than 1 eV below
the Fermi level.

A line scan through the intensity peaks of Fig. 4(a) is
shown in Fig. 5. The separation between the intensity maxima
has a value of 2.88 Å−1, which compares favorably with the
reciprocal lattice vector g = 2.84 Å−1 of a Cu(111) surface.
Within our coordinate system, the incoming primary electron
has an in-plane momentum of −1.5 Å−1. The left peak is at
this position, which means that kv

‖ = 0. This is qualitatively
the situation depicted in Fig. 2. Hence, we identify the left
intensity peak as the 00-spot in analogy to the LEED notation.
Consequently, the right peak requires a reciprocal lattice vector
and is labeled as the 10-spot. Both peaks have a FWHM width
of about 0.5 Å−1 and the intensity of the 10-spot is about
40% higher than the 00-spot. The width of the peaks is a
consequence of the energy resolution as discussed above. The
peak positions are determined by the kinematics described by
Eq. (4), while a prediction of relative intensity levels require
a dynamical calculation. We summarize that we present in
Fig. 4 the diffraction of electron pairs, each characterized by
the sum of their individual energies and the vector sum of their
momenta.

We conclude that we have identified an initial state that
has the same coordinates in energy and momentum space as
the Shockley surface state. We emphasize again that this is
a nonrivial observation, it supports the use of a quasiparticle
band structure in (e,2e) theory. Via appropriate choice of the
values Esum and ksum

‖ , we can focus on this state in the analysis.
This ability we want to explore in the following.

IV. NORMAL INCIDENCE STUDIES

In this section, we want to discuss the results for normal
incidence excitation. We aim to make contact with theoretical
studies on the pair emission from a Cu(111) surface that
utilizes an emission geometry as presented in Fig. 6.26,27 After
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right

left
primary

FIG. 6. Sketch of the geometry assumed by (e,2e) calculations
from a Cu(111) surface.26,27 A normal incidence primary electron
impinges onto the sample. This is followed by the emission of two
electrons with equal energy and equal emission direction with respect
to the surface normal. This is characterized by the angle θ while the
plane containing the primary beam and the outgoing electrons has an
azimuthal orientation given by φ.

excitation, two electrons are emitted with equal energies and
with the same emission angle θ with respect to the surface
normal. The primary beam and the momenta of the outgoing
electrons are contained within a plane that has an azimuthal
orientation φ with respect to a symmetry axis in the plane.
The immediate consequence of this emission condition is that
the valence electron has vanishing momentum kv

‖ , see Eq. (4).
The experimental realization is presented in the bottom panel
of Fig. 1. This means we utilize only two detectors, which we
label “left” and “right,” see Fig. 1.

A. Energy and sum momentum distributions

Theory has the benefit to select a particular valence state
and to determine the resulting relations among the momenta
and energies of the emitted electrons. In an experiment, one
can not select before the scattering event the kinetic energy
and momenta of the emitted electron pair. Therefore we have
to execute a series of steps to isolate these events that fulfill
the emission geometry depicted in Fig. 6.

A first condition is related to the energetic position of the
Shockley state, which resides in vicinity of the Fermi level.
Therefore we provide a 2D energy distribution obtained with
Ep = 25.5 eV, see Fig. 7. We have added diagonal lines to
this intensity distribution. The solid line marks the position
of the maximum energy Emax

sum of a pair. These events are
characterized by valence states with Ev

b = 0. From Eq. (3) and
using a work function of 4.88 eV, we obtain Emax

sum = 20.62 eV.
We can clearly observe that the coincidence intensity displays
an onset. Events that lie above the solid diagonal line violate
energy conservation according to Eq. (3). Therefore they have
their origin in the impact of two primary electrons. This
leads to the emission of two uncorrelated electrons which are
termed accidental coincidences. We note in close proximity
of the Emax

sum diagonal an intensity band. Furthermore, we can
recognize two additional intensity bands, which are marked by
dashed diagonal lines. These energy positions become clearer
if we compute the sum energy Esum = Eleft + Eright of each
event and show the resulting spectrum, see Fig. 8.

In order to facilitate the identification of the energy position
of the valence state, we introduced an additional energy scale.
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FIG. 7. (Color) 2D energy distribution obtained with Ep =
25.5 eV. The solid diagonal line near the onset of pair emission
indicates the energetic position of Emax

sum . The other two dashed
diagonal lines mark energy positions 3 and 5.5 eV below Emax

sum .
Diagonal intensity bands are visible at those energy positions. The
ellipse indicates the range of energies we allow for the generation
of momentum plots, see Figs. 9–11. The energy position is close to
Emax

sum with the long axis 2.0 eV, while the short axis is 0.5 eV.

It is customary in photoemission experiments to set the energy
scale such that emission from states at EF occurs at 0 eV.
If we use Emax

sum − Esum, we obtain the same. The vertical
dashed line also marks this energy position and it is apparent
that the pair emission starts at Emax

sum − Esum = 0, whereas
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FIG. 8. Intensity vs Esum spectrum obtained from the 2D energy
distribution presented in Fig. 7. For an easier identification of the
energetic position of the valence electron, we use Emax

sum − Esum as
upper x axis. The position of EF is indicated by the vertical dashed
line.
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a peak occurs roughly 0.5 eV below this point. Two other
peaks at 3 and 5.5 eV can be identified. All three peaks are
the counter part of intensity bands marked by diagonal lines
in Fig. 8. These energy positions can be easily understood
by the quasiparticle band structure as discussed recently.32

The emergence of diagonal lines is a consequence of the
contribution of well-defined valence states in the pair emission
process. This aspect was discussed in some detail in a previous
study on a Cu(111) surface.32 We can confirm these findings
and additionally show that the diagonal lines extend over
almost the full energy window, which also agrees with the
theoretical (e,2e) energy spectrum.27

Obviously there is a dominant intensity near Emax
sum and

it is appealing to focus on these events with the additional
constraint of equal individual energies. We recall that the
theoretical (e,2e) work discusses emission of electrons with
equal energy.26,27 The actual energy window we choose is
determined by an ellipse, see Fig. 7. The long axis of the
ellipse has a length of 2.0 eV and is aligned along the direction
of fixed sum energy. The short axis is perpendicular to it and
has a length of 0.5 eV. This ensures sufficient intensity for
subsequent plots.

For example, we compute the two components of ksum
‖ and

show the resulting 2D distribution in Fig. 9(a). This is the
equivalent of Fig. 4 for g‖ = 0 and we clearly observe an
intensity peak centered at the origin. Due to normal incidence
we conclude that this intensity refers to a valence state centered
at kv

‖ = 0. The black lines mark the boundary of the Brillouin
zone.

We label the intensity peak as 00-beam in accordance with
our previous notation. Further diffraction peaks like in Fig. 4
are not observed because they are kinematically not allowed. In

FIG. 9. (Color) In (a), we display the 2D ksum
‖ distribution for

states near Emax
sum . The primary energy was 32 eV. We identify the

intensity peak as the 00-beam, the circle around this peak marks the
momentum range we considered for the momentum plots to be shown
below. The black lines indicate the Brillouin zone boundary. In (b),
we show a line scan through the intensity peak.

order to capture them within the reduced angular acceptance
of our detectors, Ep would have to exceed 60 eV. At those
primary energies, the energy resolution is larger than 2 eV and
the ability to separate d-band contribution from the Shockley
part is lost. This finally will lead to broad spots as shown
in Fig. 4. Additionally, we know from our recent work that
favorable conditions to study the Shockley state are in a Ep

range of 20 to 35 eV. Higher Ep values have shown to result
in strongly reduced intensity near Emax

sum .32

A line scan through the diffraction beam in Fig. 9(a) is
shown in Fig. 9(b). This reveals that the FWHM of this peak
is 0.6 Å−1. As discussed above, this width is a consequence
of the energy resolution of the experiment. In lowering the
Esum value, the weakly dispersing d states are captured, which
leads to increase of the peak width in analogy to the situation
displayed in Fig. 4. The circle in Fig. 9(a) has a radius of
0.2 Å−1 and marks the range we select for the momentum
distributions to be shown in the next section. The radius is
essentially the FWHM of the (0,0) diffraction peak and covers
the part of the Brillouin zone occupied by the Shockley state.

We conclude that favorable conditions exist that allow us
experimentally to approximate the scenario assumed by the
theoretical (e,2e) studies on Cu(111).26 Now we can investigate
the momentum relation between the emitted electrons.

B. Symmetry of the electron-electron interaction

Making the energy selection as indicated by the ellipse in
Fig. 7 and choosing the sum momentum of the pair via the
ring in Fig. 9(a) ensures the emission geometry assumed by
the theoretical studies.26,27 These selected coincidence events
are presented in a 2D plot of the individual momenta in analogy
to the calculations, see Figs. 10(b) and 10(c).

We note that for each coincident event the in-plane com-
ponents of electron “left” and “right” are known. Therefore a
coincidence event has an entry on the left and right halfs of the
plot. In this plot, we can immediately recognize the “left” and
“right” detectors, respectively. The white areas are regions in
momentum space that are not covered by the detectors. Outside
this “blind” region, starting at about |kl,r

x | = 0.2 Å−1, we
observe an increase of the coincidence intensity for increasing
|kl,r

x | values. A maximum is reached at |kl,r
x | ≈ 1.0 Å−1. The

reduced intensity for small |kl,r
x | values is a manifestation of the

xc hole as shown previously in experiment and theory.17,19,26,33

Here, we provide the experimental evidence that this also holds
for a two-dimensional electronic system like the Shockley
surface state. We may call this region of reduced intensity
depletion zone. We notice that the intensity rim surrounding the
depletion zone is anisotropic. There are clear intensity peaks
and we have indicated in Fig. 10 that the angle between those
on the left (and by symmetry also on the right) amounts to 60◦.
This angular periodicity is expected for a sixfold symmetric
surface. An instrument with larger angular acceptance would
capture six intensity peaks. If the azimuthal orientation is
changed by 30◦, the resulting momentum plots changes and
only two of the intensity peaks are visible, see Fig. 10(c).

We conclude that the coincidence intensity reflects the
sixfold symmetry of the surface. The azimuthal orientation
of the sample is indicated by a sketch of the reciprocal
lattice, see inset of Fig. 10. Interesting is the emergence of
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FIG. 10. (Color) (a) Emission geometry. In (b) and (c), we plot
the in-plane momentum distributions for Eleft = Eright = 13 eV at
different azimuthal orientations. The horizontal axis of (b) and (c)
refer to the [1̄10] and [2̄11] crystal directions, respectively. These two
orientations have been indicated by insets of the reciprocal lattice
within (b) and (c). The color code for the intensity (in counts) is
displayed on the right.

well-defined beams, which have been predicted in a (e,2e)
calculation27 although the azimuthal orientation is different.
In the experiment, we find that an intensity pocket is along the
[2̄11] direction, while there is no such pocket along the [1̄10]
direction, see Figs. 10(b) and 10(c). Theory, on the other hand,
predicts the intensity peak be aligned with the [1̄10] direction,
while no intensity peak can be found along the [2̄11] direction.
The reason for this discrepancy is not understood.

We emphasize that these preferred emission directions are
not due to diffraction of the individual electrons forming the
pair. We prove this by providing a momentum distribution
in which the two outgoing electrons have an energy of
Eleft = Eright = 13 eV. Different from Fig. 10 is that the
coincidence condition is effectively switched off. This means
that we select Eleft = 13 eV and allow all values for Eright.
This results in the left momentum distribution of Fig. 11. In
the same fashion we generate the right half of Fig. 11 by
selecting Eright = 13 eV while all values for Eleft are allowed.
The thus generated noncoincidence momentum distribution
is rather uniform and does not reveal the emergence of a
depletion zone. Furthermore, no preferred emission directions
as evidenced in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) can be observed. A
preferred emission direction is only visible if we treat the pair
as a single entity.
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FIG. 11. (Color) Noncoincident momentum distribution. The
electron energies are Eleft = Eright = 13 eV. The color code for the
intensity (in counts) is displayed on the right.

In Fig. 12, we provide an overview of momentum plots
obtained with Ep values in the range 25–33 eV. The selection
of the coincidence is analogous to the procedure leading to
Figs. 10(b) and 11(c). This means an elliptical region centered
at Emax

sum and equal energies was chosen (see Fig. 7) together
with the constraint that ksum

‖ �0.2 Å−1 as indicated by the
circle in Fig. 9(a). For all studied energies, we observe a
depletion zone. An increase of Ep leads to a higher kinetic
energy of the outgoing electrons. Therefore the momentum
range of the detectors increase. For the lowest primary energy
of 25 eV, we observe a depletion zone, but no preferred
emission direction and no clear evidence of the sixfold
symmetry of the surface. Upon increasing Ep to 29 eV, we
start to see the symmetry of the surface and preferred emission
directions. At the highest Ep value of 33 eV, the contrast of
the sixfold symmetry is strongest.

Besides, states near Emax
sum emission from other energy

windows are pronounced. We recall Fig. 7, which displays
an additional diagonal energy band indicated by the middle
diagonal dashed line. These events belong to an Esum value
2.5 eV below those from the Shockley state and constitute the d

band emission, see Fig. 8. We select these states by moving the
ellipse shown in Fig. 7 into the region of interest. Additionally,
we perform the same momentum selection |ksum

‖ | � 0.2 Å−1

as previously. This finally leads to an overview of momentum
distributions shown in Fig. 13. In contrast to the Shockley
state, emission preferred emission directions are less apparent,
only for the highest Ep value 33 eV they can be identified.
The preferred emission direction is less pronounced for the
d band emission, while the azimuthal alignment is the same
for both valence states. Strictly speaking, we have to expect
a threefold rather than a sixfold symmetry once we probe
bulk bands. A similar situation arises in the LEED image
from a Cu(111) surface. The first-order spots are positioned
at the corners of a hexagon but display different intensity
levels. Only after a 120◦ rotation is the same intensity
recovered.

The fact that the preferred emission directions are aligned
with the reciprocal lattice points, see insets in Fig. 10, suggests
that diffraction plays a role. In our experiment, a primary
electron propagates towards the surface, while the emitted
electron pair moves away from the surface. The required
momentum reversal is facilitated by the lattice. This can occur
in two ways, on one hand, the primary beam is reflected in
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FIG. 12. (Color) An overview of momentum plots equivalent
to Fig. 10 for a range of Ep values are shown. We follow an
analogous procedure of energy selection and ksum

‖ constraint. The
energy constraint is depicted in Fig. 7 via the ellipse. The ksum

‖
selection can be visualized in Fig. 9(a) via the circle. The sample
azimuth is such that the [2̄11] direction is parallel to the x axis of the
momentum. This is analogous to Fig. 10(b).

LEED beams and the actual electron-electron scattering takes
place in the path towards the surface. The other possibility
is that the incoming beam creates an electron pair that is
scattered by the lattice. The effect of LEED is well-established,
and we have demonstrated above that diffraction of pairs is a
reality. These facts are cast into current (e,2e) theory.21,26,28

It describes the initial state via a LEED state and Bloch

FIG. 13. (Color) These momentum plots are equivalent to Fig. 12
except that the sum energy is 2.5 eV below Emax

sum . This means that
the ellipse defining the energy constraint is now centered at the upper
dashed diagonal line in Fig. 7. With this selection we focus on the
pair emission from the 3d states.

state for the incoming and valence electron, respectively.
The two outgoing electrons are represented by time-reversed
LEED states. In this multiple scattering framework, numerous
pathways exist over which one has to integrate in order to
get the transition probability. In Fig. 5 of Gollisch et al.,39 a
few pathways are sketched and we will focus on two aspects.
Due to the fact that the primary electron is pointed towards
the surface, while the outgoing electrons move away from
the sample, it is obvious that a momentum reversal has taken
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place. This is facilitated by the crystal lattice. For example, it
is conceivable that the primary electron is elastically reflected
(with or without in-plane momentum transfer) and then scatters
with a valence electron. Similarly, it is possible that the
incoming beam collides with a valence electron and forms
a pair, with well-defined in-plane momentum and energy.
Detection of this pair is only possible if this entity experiences
an elastic reflection. This process exists and has been presented
in this study in Fig. 4.

A Ep dependence of (e,2e) spectra arises because the final
state will change for a given initial state and the matrix element
for the transition will be different. This may be visualized by
recalling LEED I-V curves that display a strong dependence
on Ep and reflexes can have low intensities. Therefore it is
understandable that the preferred emission directions occur at
particular Ep values, see Fig. 12. It is interesting note that first-
order LEED diffraction peaks are kinematically possible for a
Cu(111) surface, if the normal incident primary beam exceeds
an energy of 30.8 eV. For lower primary energies, these diffrac-
tion peaks are not observed in the vacuum, but exist within the
crystal. Therefore the first-order LEED beam will be almost
parallel to the surface plane for Ep values near the threshold
of 30.8 eV. In this case, we expect an increased Shockley state
emission because this state is confined to the first 2–3 atomic
layers.25 However, this explanation alone brings us in conflict
with momentum conservation. For normal incidence and the
low values of Ep, we can ignore a reciprocal lattice vector
on kinematical grounds, as discussed above. The in-plane
momentum conservation of Eq. (4) can then be simplified to

kp

‖ + kv
‖ = ksum

‖ . (5)

If we postulate that the “effective” primary beam is a first-order
LEED beam, we have included a nonzero reciprocal lattice
vector on the left-hand side of Eq. (5). In order for this
equation to hold, we have to add formally the same reciprocal

lattice vector on the right-hand side. This mathematical
operation has an obvious physical interpretation, namely that
the electron pair must experience diffraction. The existence of
this is demonstrated in Fig. 4. This figure also explains why
the crystal symmetry is more pronounced for the Shockley
state emission (see Fig. 12) compared to the d-band emission
(see Fig. 13). The pair diffraction presented in Fig. 4 is sharper
for the Shockley state compared to the d-state emission. This
we explained as the result of our finite energy resolution that
yields sharper peaks in the case of the Shockley state compared
to d-band emission. Of course, a full numerical calculation is
desirable, but this is beyond the scope of this work. However,
our results suggest the importance of particular pathways.

V. SUMMARY

Making use of the effect of pair diffraction we are able to
identify the contribution of the Shockley surface state in the
pair emission. With the appropriate choice of the energy and
momentum of the pair we can focus on this 2D electronic state.
We observe the formation of a zone of reduced intensity. This
zone displays the symmetry of the surface. This anisotropic
emission occurs into preferred directions which are aligned
with the reciprocal lattice of the surface. The same alignment
is also present in the case of the emission from the 3d band,
while the contrast of the sixfold symmetry is less pronounced.
Nevertheless, we prove that the depletion zone in pair emission
displays the symmetry of the surface.
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